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Snow
Written and illustrated by Anaïs Brunet

Board book - 16 x 28 cm - 14 pages - 11.90 €
For ages 1 & Up
Pub date: October 2021

Are you ready to feel the 
snowfl akes on your hands and 
hear the snow crunching under 
your feet?

Shut! Listen… The snow is whispering. With 
its own words and from its eye-view, it will 
tell you about the joy and winter games, the 
muffl ed noises, the slides and the reddened 
hands, from the fi rst snowfl akes to the fi rst 
buds.

• Snow is the fi rst title of a new series, which
will feature exciting and fascinating natural
phenomena for little children: snow, storm,
wind and rain.

• Anaïs Brunet’s unique colorful gouache
illustrations make us feel all the fascinating
sensations of the winter.

• Beautifully designed and illustrated, the
board book plays with different types of
varnish (mat and shiny) and cutouts, to bring
the light and shine of snow to your fi ngertips.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/gi9fs99nveekxgn/Neige-1-4.pdf?dl=0


Let’s Meet
Written and illustrated by Claudine Morel

Board book - 22 x 16 cm - 24 pages - 13.90 €
Ages 0 & Up
Pub date: August 2021

Rights sold: Simplifi ed Chinese

Just the exact type of book 
toddlers love!

Discover this little menagerie of surrealistic 
animals and eccentric but lovable characters. 
A woman-snail offering a fl ower to a sheep-
pig, a pelican-frog sticking its tongue out at 
a propeller cat... Impossible is nothing!

• A surprising hodgepodge that unfolds 
horizontally, revealing 343 possible 
combinations of many mini-stories.

• Unputdownable!
Review
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Moms and Their Little Ones
Written and illustrated by Eric Battut

Hardcover - 29 x 22 cm - 32 pages - 13.90 €
For ages 0 & Up
Pub date: October 2021

A literary promenade in the 
heart of a wild nature, which 
accurately refl ects the fi rst steps 
in the life of a child.

I was born, I cuddle, I travel, I eat, I play, 
I am afraid… By depicting animals in a 
magnifi cent wild nature, Eric Battut recounts 
the moments of a child’s life: his birth, 
his daily rituals, his feelings, his happy or 
unhappy emotions… All these little moments 
that make one grow!

• A little gem that says a lot with few words.

• Battut’s colors and graphic compositions 
give strength and rhythm to this literary 
promenade, thus providing beautiful visual 
emotions.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/q0d4ifye8zs2esd/A%20la%20rencontre.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ro3fa0rp5liblor/Mamans%20et%20petits-1-8.pdf?dl=0
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Roll Roll, Little Pea
Written by Cécile Bergame and 
illustrated by Magali Attiogbé

Hardcover - 25 x 25 cm - 32 pages - 13.50 €
For ages 0 & Up
Pub date: August 2021

The tasty story of a freedom-
loving pea.

In the kitchen, little girl shells the peas. But 
one pea runs away and rolls, rolls, rolls 
under the sideboard, under the stairs, in 
the vegetable garden and into the forest! 
The mouse, the cat, the rabbit, the hen, the 
pig and the wolf take turns trying to nibble 
it, but… roll roll roll, the pea is wild! It ends 
up, hop, by falling into a hole and growing 
freely!

• The text by a professional storyteller Cécile 
Bergame is perfect to be read aloud.

• The vivid and naive illustrations fi lled with 
colorful patterns by Magali Attiogbé are a 
real delight for eyes!

10078_p001-032_Rouli.indd   12 14/06/2021   09:58

Dans le tas de blé, 
il y a la poule.
La poule voudrait 
bien picorer 
le petit pois.
Mais…

10078_p001-032_Rouli.indd   13 14/06/2021   09:58
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/bh1mhrnuxne10k1/Rouli%20rouli%20roulette-1-9.pdf?dl=0


“Where are you little Lise? I pack my suitcase. 
Where are you Paolo? I am on my bike. Where 
are you Paloma? I’m here, can’t you see me?” 
An affectionate question-and-answer game sets 
in, until the fi nal question is asked in return by the 
children: “Where are you Grandma Bear?” “I am 
in everyone’s heart, and even if we do not see 
each other, you know very well that I am there…” 

A grandmother who is far away or no longer 
here tenderly reassures her grandchildren.

• This text, written during the fi rst lockdown in France in 2020, is 
simple and reassuring. It talks about the distance that weighs on us 
when we are separated from the people we love...

• Nature plays a crucial role in the book, reminding us of our 
visceral need for air and freedom.

• Martine Bourre has fi lled her illustrations with references to classic 
tales (Peter Rabbit) and to her own picture books. What a pleasure 
to look for and fi nd them over the pages!
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Where Are You?
Written and illustrated by Martine Bourre

Hardcover - 23 x 25 cm - 24 pages - 12.90 €
For ages 0 & Up
Pub date: September 2021
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/qzu7xtojawixlcq/Ou%20es-tu-1-7.pdf?dl=0


I’m Too Afraid
Written by Yves Grevet and 
illustrated by Claire de Gastold

Hardcover - 27 x 24 cm - 40 pages - 13.90 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: September 2021

An unexpected dive into the 
overfl owing imagination of a 
little girl, who plays to scare 
herself and doesn’t really want 
to go to bed! 

Ava is all alone in the night, abandoned in 
the middle of a forest, with her tiger for only 
companion. Ava is hungry, Ava is afraid… 
When suddenly, GRRRRRRR! Monsters? But 
no, it’s Ava’s dad who lifts the tablecloth: “It’s 
time for bed.” Ava sighs, “Oh no, already!”

• The very fi rst picture book from Yves Grevet, 
a great writer of dystopia and successful 
author of YA novels (Méto, U4). His almost 
cinematographic writing captivates us 
straight away!

• The eye-catching illustrations by Claire de 
Gastold perfectly refl ect the imaginary world 
of Ava, a wonderfully depicted girl with a 
strong character.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/fj0xuwhiexbzpk5/J%27ai%20trop%20peur-1-10.pdf?dl=0


It’s okay to fall down sometimes, 
the important thing is to get 
back up. 

Squirrel, Wolf and all the friends of the Wood 
Without Moss lead a peaceful and happy life. 
But the arrival of Pim the panda, an exotic 
traveler, will turn everything upside down. 
Inspired by his wisdom and his distant country, 
the friends will transform their little hill into 
a rice fi eld worthy of the most beautiful rice 
terraces in Asia... Alas, winter and its fi rst frosts 
blow away their dream of harvesting. But the 
friends of the Wood Without Moss are not 
without resources. They will turn the frozen rice 
terrace into an amusing ice skating rink!

• Olivier Desvaux is the offi cial painter of the 
French navy, painting primarily in the open 
air. In this wonderfully illustrated picture book 
he brings to life his beloved childhood wood 
and its inhabitants that have never ceased to 
stimulate his imagination.

Friends of The Wood 
Without Moss
Written ans illustrated by Olivier Desvaux

Hardcover - 24 x 25 cm - 32 pages - 13.10 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: October 2021
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/s5g4ln1n29wx1s7/Les%20amis%20du%20bois%20sans%20mousse-1-8.pdf?dl=0


From the same authors
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Fisher of Colors
Written by Michel Piquemal 
and illustrated by Eric Battut

Hardcover - 25 x 26 cm - 32 pages - 13.10 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: July 2021

Rights sold: Simplifi ed Chinese
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50 000 copies sold!

A poetic introduction to colors and 
an invitation to change the way 
we look at what surrounds us.  

Dandine the cow is happy in her meadow. 
The grass is soft and sweet there, so beautiful, 
so green. But when she sees the train pass by, 
she has a sudden urge to go and see faraway 
countries. And so she leaves with her friend 
Martin the kingfi sher to explore the world. Their 
trip is an invitation to discover the colors, the 
abroad, the joy of feeling and dreaming...

• Eric Battut takes us on a journey thanks to his 
dazzling palette.

• The poetic text by Michel Piquemal magnifi es 
the snow white, the azure blue, the black of the 
night. Dandine travels with great curiosity, and 
rediscovers the joy of coming home... Because 
after having toured the world, she realizes that 
her favorite color is green!

• Picture book published for the fi rst time in 1997. 
50 000 copies sold in different editions!

©
Éric Battut
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/pwzxn06ufx3umix/Pecheur%20de%20couleurs-1-9.pdf?dl=0


Petoche, the Cowardly Chick
Written by Pierre Delye and illustrated by Cécile 
Hudrisier

Hardcover - 25 x 25 cm - 36 pages - 13.10 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: October 2021

A witty tale about the harmful 
effects of fear and rumor.

Petoche is a chicken-hearted… chick. When 
a hazelnut falls on his head, he begins to 
squeal: “It’s the end of the world, the sky is 
falling, we must warn the king!” On the way, 
Petoche meets Cock the sportsman, Turkey 
the tubby, Baaarnadette the sheep and 
Jean Bon the pig, who follow him in this mad 
race… Until all of them rush straight into the 
mouth of the wolf! 

• In an age of fake news and frantic 
consumption of information, the authors 
humorously revisit the Chicken Little tale. 
We enjoy their verve and their cheerful 
expressions to denounce the silliness of the 
characters.

• Pierre Delye and Cécile Hudrisier pen their 
tenth book together! With their signature 
humor, wordplay and visual references, this 
great duo offers different levels of reading, 
which appeal to young and old alike. 
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The Three Kittens
Written by Muriel Bloch and 
illustrated by Clémence Monnet

Hardcover - 24 x 23 cm - 24 pages - 12.90 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: September 2021

A tender and mischievous tale 
about three playful kittens and 
their mother, surrounding them 
with tenderness. 

Three kittens, black, white and gray, are 
bored… A mouse! Quickly, they chase her into 
a pot of fl our… And the three of them come 
out white! The mother does not recognize her 
kittens. Never mind! They go back to playing, 
and turn black with soot and then gray with 
mud... Until the rain washes them away 
and the mother fi nally recognizes her three 
babies, black, white and gray!

• A 43rd title from the well-renowned By 
Small Steps series, featuring revisited tales 
from all around the world!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/w7cvplcvx04h5dl/Petoche-1-10.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gpqdcrupfeel5o0/Les%20trois%20chatons-1-5.pdf?dl=0


In the same series

Our favorite anti-hero is 
back and tries to win a lady’s 
heart... A real fi asco!

Spring has come. Mice hug each other, 
sparrows kiss... Gray Wolf also wants to 
fi nd love! Like a real handsome guy, 
he applies a little slug slime to make 
his hair smooth and shiny, and off he 
goes… When he meets a beautiful wolf 
lady, Gray Wolf is ready to do anything 
to charm her, but she is not so easy to 
impress!

• Ronan Badel’s expressive illustrations 
and Gilles Bizouerne’s talent as a 
storyteller offer us a hilarious sequel of the 
humorous best-selling series featuring a 
clownish character. 

• An extra dose of silliness sure to make 
little ones giggle with every page.

Gray Wolf Falls In Love 
Written by Gilles Bizouerne and
Illustrated by Ronan Badel

Hardcover - 26 x 26 cm - 36 pages - 13.10 €
For ages 5 & Up
Pub date: September 2021

Rights of the other titles of the series sold: 
Catalan, Italian, Korean, Romanian, Russian, 
Simplifi ed Chinese, Spanish, Ukrainian

More than 100 000 copies
of the series sold!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/8rjg59fnsw8bgjb/Loup%20gris%20et%20louvette-1-9.pdf?dl=0


Peter the peacock has been kidnapped. 
It’s time to call Supercat and his faithful 
secretary Super Colette. Prepare to laugh 
out loud!

Peter the peacock, Fiat the panda and Onetwothree the 

marmoset live in a zoo. They are very good friends and love 

to walk in the alleys of the park. But tonight, Peter the peacock 

is missing. He has only left a message in the mud: “Pike 

kidnapped me.” The kidnapper and his accomplice the Swan 

were quick to demand a ransom of 10,000 roaches! It’s time 

to call Supercat, the animal superhero. Supercat and his loyal 

secretary Super Colette have more than one trick up their 

sleeve! At nightfall, with the help of a paddle boat, a tutu and 

a jar of mayonnaise, Pike and his accomplice will be captured. 

Hooray, Supercat!

• Marc Boutavant is one of the most talented and renowned 

French illustrators of his generation, known for Ariol (Bayard), 

Chien pourri (L’école des loisirs) and Mouk (Albin Michel 

Jeunesse). 
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Supercat: 
In Search Of Lost Peacock
Written by Pascal Parisot and
 illustrated by Marc Boutavant

Hardcover - 21 x 21 cm - 32 pages - 17.90 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: October 2021
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/eswqdxgvbo2po56/Superchat%20II-1-8.pdf?dl=0


Mister Bach
Written by Nathalie Soussana, 
illustrated by Johann G. Louis,

Hardcover - 27 x 27 cm - 48 pages - 24.90 €
For ages 3 & Up
Pub date: October 2021

Meet Johann Sebastian Bach, 
one of the greatest geniuses of 
classical music!

Did you know that Johann Sebastian Bach 
had served in prison? Or that he had 
walked hundreds of kilometers to hear young 
composers? Far from the image of a serious or 
even austere Bach, we discover here a luminous 
man seen through the loving eyes of his wife 
Anna-Magdalena and his fl ock of children. 

• Anecdotes inspired by the composer’s life, told 
in a joyful and playful tone.

• Johann G. Louis is a comics artist. He signs 
here his fi rst book for children, and delights 
us with poetic and mischievous watercolor 
illustrations. A few comic strips can be found in 
the story! 

• The book is accompanied with Bach’s most 
beautiful melodies, from the Well-Tempered 
Clavier to the Brandenburg Concertos, 
including the Cello Suites and The Passion 
according to Saint-Matthew. We can also 
discover rarer works, such as extracts from the 
Little Notebook for Anna-Magdalena Bach, or 
suites for orchestra and keyboard.
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In the same series

Rights sold: Dutch, Italian, Korean
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/zxw7kyqld5vhdrp/Monsieur%20Bach-1-10.pdf?dl=0


My Music Box
Arthur Ancelle, Ludmila Berlinskaïa
illustrated by Élodie Nouhen

Hardcover - 27 x 27 cm - 48 pages - 24.90 €
For ages 0 & Up
Pub date: October 2021

A Franco-Russian duo of 
internationally renowned 
pianists invites to discover the 
masterpieces for piano from a 
very early age!

Arthur Ancelle & Ludmila Berlinskaïa 
perform Bizet, Debussy, Liadov, 
Moussorgsky, Ravel, Tchaikovsky… The works 
selected for this musical book take us back 
to France and Russia from the late 19th to 
the early 20th century, where the piano 
was the instrument for initiating children to 
music. By entering into the intimacy and 
dreamlike world of the great composers, we 
rediscover our joys and our childhood fears, 
our emotions and the colors of our own 
imagination!

©
 Élodie Bouhen
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/s95b9tjh28p4hn7/Ma%20boite%20%C3%A0%20musique-1-10.pdf?dl=0


Listen To and Act Out 
English Songs
Illustrated by Cécile Hudrisier

Sound book - 19 x 15 cm - 14 pages - 11.90 €
For ages 0 & Up
Pub date: September 2021

It is never too early to 
familiarize yourself with the 
music of another language! 

Unmissable fi ve English nursery rhymes and 
songs to discover: This Little Bird, Jack Be 
Nimble, Row Row Row Your Boat, Head 
and Shoulders and Alice the Camel are 
performed by children with simple guitar 
accompaniment for better understanding.

• Each song comes with a fi nger play, to 
share and act out with the children.
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Heracles
Written by Jean-Michel Coblence,
illustrated by Donatien Mary

Hardcover - 27 x 27 cm - 48 pages - 19.90 €
For ages 5 & Up
Pub date: September 2021

Discover the childhood of the 
great antique hero Heracles! 

Did you know that before accomplishing his 
Twelve Labors, Heracles suffered the wrath 
of the goddess Hera and was at the origin 
of the creation of the Milky Way? He then 
faced the most formidable and unwavering 
monsters, brought back precious objects and 
made promising encounters... 
A fascinating story that delivers beautiful 
mythological passages, such as the meeting 
of Prometheus but also of Atlas, who carries 
the world on his shoulders.

• Donatien Mary brings elegance and 
modernity to the myth with black silhouettes 
in reference to those of Greek vases, stencils in 
bright colors and strong symbolism.

• The book is accompanied with the music 
of Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss, 
bringing a strong dramatic touch to the myth 
(optional).
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/al6dfgep3jalb84/Ecoute%20et%20mime%20les%20chansons%20anglaises-1-4.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o2sc8a3mcb1ieuz/Heracles-1-10.pdf?dl=0
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